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WHO wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t want to live in a safe and pristine island paradise?WHAT would you give to

be able to leave the rat race and retire in a country where you can live like a royal on a

pittance?WHEN else but now is the right time to get out of your cubicle and into an oceanfront cabin

with palm trees in your back yard and whales over the reef in your front yard?WHERE else could

you acquire a beachfront lot for under $10,000 or a full-scale resort for under $500,000 that also

happens to have a neither seen nor heard government and no real red tape?WHY would you even

consider living out your golden years in a Western country when you can have a far great quality of

life in Grenada?HOW can you make your dreams come true, retire to island paradise, live like a

King on a pauperÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s income, marry an island beauty, start a lifestyle business in a flash and

enjoy life to the fullest? Read this book, thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s how!
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Not worth it. Very disappointed. Thin book with barely any info that you cant look up in 5 min online.

Direct and to the point. Dated but I did like the history lesson. Going down there in 2 days to see



what it looks like.

good book

Grenada is a small Caribbean country that I've had an interest in for a long time. Unfortunately,

there is not a lot of info. online about Grenada, probably because it is not one of the busier resort or

expat destinations. So I was pleased to find this eBook that focuses specifically and in some detail

on life in Grenada.The authors have done a good job of giving an overview of what anyone can

expect, in terms of moving there: documentation, daily life in Grenada, climate, geography,

economy....that answered many of my questions.Unfortunately, since reading this and other articles

about Grenada, I also found out about Grenada's ties with China. Apparently, China has provided

millions of dollars in aid to Grenada, after they had hurricanes and resulting property damage there.

A cricket stadium was one of these initiatives.This "partnership" continues to this day, with Grenada

recently celebrating an anniversary of the Peoples' Republic of China, IE: communism in China.

That to me is a deal breaker, in terms of consideration of Grenada as an expat option. Most

unfortunate as other than that, Grenada seems to be a paradise in so many ways. But without a true

"free" government with no ties to questionable allies, that is not worth much.

This relocation guide to Grenada, one of the Windward Island nations of the Caribbean, is brief and

to-the-point. I like that the authors do not waste my time. It was an easy read and got me the

information I was looking for without any time or trouble at all.It includes the usual guide-book fare:

where it is, how to get there, why I would want to live in Grenada, how much will it cost me in

comparison to other places, etc. But, I also appreciate the important details such as what visas are

available, how much do they cost, what documentation do I need to obtain a visa, and how do I

submit my paperwork; as well as solid advice on needing a car (you don't) whether one should

arrive on a visitor's visa (yes) before applying for residency, etc.Though this book was published on

's Kindle in mid-December 2014, it was originally published elsewhere some years ago. I noticed

that some of the text contains forward-looking statements indicating that certain things are to

happen in 2008, etc. The manuscript obviously needs to be edited with an eye to those kinds of

passages that leave a stale taste in the reader's mouth.Otherwise, I give it a solid four stars and

recommend Grenada: Expatriate Relocation Manual to anyone with Grenada on his or her radar.

FIVE STARS: Like a Mix between a Lonely Planet Guidebook and a How-to-Relocate ManualI



picked this book up as a free Kindle read and it was great! It's like a mix between a Lonely Planet

Guidebook and a How-to-Relocate Manual.One of the co-authors wrote a similar book titled

"TONGA: EXPATRIATE RELOCATION MANUAL" and that was even better as it combined a funny

personal memoir feel to it, to go along with the guidebook and relocation manual feel. However, this

Grenada book still gets 5 stars from me, even if the Tonga book was better :-)If you dream of

escaping the rat race, retiring to an interesting country and want to know how to do so I would highly

recommend reading this book!***** 5 STARS *****
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